
 
847-738-3634 

 

 
Please pick the package options for your Wedding! 
 

Kidron Music Wedding Package $1050 
Includes: Up to 3 Planning Sessions with Owner, Jesse Lynn, 8 Hours of Music, All 
Introductions/Emcee Work, A Wireless Microphone, High Quality Audio Equipment, 
and our Massive Music Library available for requests!  
 
Additional Options: 
___   Karaoke Package - FREE, Available Upon Request 
___   Subwoofer Package - $100 ( Recommended for Over 200 Guests) 
___   Dance Floor Lighting Package - $100 (8 LED Lights, Adds LOTS of Atmosphere!) 
___   Double Lighting Package - $175 (16 LED Lights, Great for Over 200 Guests) 
___   Ceremony Music (with wireless microphone) - $150 
___   Slideshow Package - $150  ( Projector, Screen and Cables, DJ Runs Slideshow) 
___   2nd Location (Example: Cocktail Hour in the Lobby) - $100 
___   3rd Location (Example: Cocktail Hour in the Lobby) - $100 
___   Additional Time: $100 (Per Hour) 
 
___   Photo / Gif Booth $500  (One Room, Up To Six Hours) 
 
Our photo/GIF booth brings all of the fun and none of the downsides of a traditional booth, with 
several modern twists! 
It's small enough to set up anywhere, fast enough to keep a line from building up, and simple enough 
for the guests to run it themselves! With features inspired by your favorite social media platforms! 
All images get a custom designed overlay frame to commemorate your event! The user gets to 
choose whether to take a still photo or a moving GIF, then has the option of using digital props (like 
snapchat) then they have the choice of color filters and skin smoothing options (like Instagram) and 
they finish off the experience by sending the file directly to themselves and friends through text or 
email! The message they receive includes a link to the online gallery of images from the whole event, 
so they can enjoy and access everyone else's images as well as their own, and the link also includes 
instant share buttons so that they can easily share the image on Facebook, Twitter, or Instagram!  
 
 
**All prices are estimates.  
For specific quotes, please contact KidronMusicWeddings.com 
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